Macclesfield RUFC
Mini and Junior Season 2018/19

Under 6s –
• A fantastic first year of Rugby from the U6s! The boys have
come on so much since we first started, made lots of new
friends and we are sure everyone will have fun when we
get together again in September for matches.
• It is brilliant to see the development of the skills that we
coach each week from evasive running, passing and tagging
realising themselves in the fun tag matches at the end of
each session. We know that the boys are all super keen to
get onto the grass and into games like the other age
groups.
• Highlight of the year is the endless energy that is created
when a coach mentions "maybe we can finish with a game
of Bulldog?!" and nearly every week we have a different
champ!

Under 9s –
• After a challenging end to last season the U9s have had
a fantastic season so far! The players have taken
tackling in their stride (with the help of a bit of extra
training) and have played some excellent rugby. Some
of the proudest moments have been the feedback from
other teams on the performances, and attitude, of our
teams.
• We gained over 10 new players this season and they
have fitted in brilliantly. We also introduced Blue Laces,
which has proved to be a great way to focus on the RFU
Core Values. 4 players have received their Blue Laces so
far, with a further 8 being awarded theirs at half time
today.
• Our final games were played at the Matlock and
Wilmslow Festivals on Sunday, and a tour in Southport,
where we had a big flourish to our season.

Under 10s –
• The Coaching team for Macclesfield Rugby U10’s is delighted
with the progress made by the boys this season. With the
introduction of Rucking, Mauling, Scrummaging
(uncontested), the boys had a whole new set of skills and
techniques to learn and every one of them, without exception,
has taken on the challenge with great enthusiasm.
• Our season now traditionally starts with the Stockport Festival
where we entered two teams. This gave an opportunity to put
into practice the new skills we had been learning in training.
Although we had only been practicing for a few weeks both
teams performed incredibly well, giving each of our
opponents a very hard fought and physical game.

• Standout performances this season have been against Heaton
Moor, Trafford MV and Winnington Park where the boys have
demonstrated the full range of Rugby skills required to
compete at this age group, playing fluid open running rugby
coupled with relentless rucking, mauling and contesting for
the ball.
• This year’s Cheshire Festival held at Sandbach RUFC was a
resounding success. With a depleted squad (and Coaches!) we
entered two teams only losing 2 out of the 14 games played.
Not only did the boys all step up another level but they did so
whilst maintaining the Rugby Core Values of Teamwork,
Respect, Enjoyment, Discipline and Sportsmanship.

• With a full list of fixtures and the introduction of mid-week
training we soon began to see a rapid improvement in the skill
level of every player, especially in taking contact and rucking /
contesting for the ball.

• Our season finished with a Tour to North Wales and playing in
a mini festival against Abergele and Bangor.

Under 10s –

Under 11s –
• The 2018/19 season has been one of significant growth
for the U11's, both in terms of play on the field and
squad numbers (now over 40 strong). Building on a
solid 2 years of contact rugby the group has developed
in all areas, adapting to the new and sometimes
unusual laws introduced at each age group.
• It has been a privilege to witness many players
stamping their mark (purely figuratively!) on the game
and for the group to grow together. At this age the
scores are not supposed to be counted but they, of
course, know full well that they have won far more
than they have lost! As with any level and any season
there have been some challenging matches and the
odd tough fixture!

• The season ended on a high with the Cheshire Cup, the
Wilmslow festival and our tour to Southport. The sole
team we were able to field at the Cheshire Cup not
only won every game, against strong opposition, but
managed to do so without conceding a single try!
• Our 2 teams at the Wilmslow Festival performed
admirably in extremely trying conditions (canoeing
might have been a more apt pursuit) but perhaps the
best rugby of the season was saved until the tour at
Southport. The 2 teams were in a group together,
both played fantastic rugby, winning every game….well
almost – the 2 teams had to play each other twice –
one win and one draw!
• The boys should be proud that they have always held
their heads high and played in the right spirit of the
game.

Under 11s –

Under 12s –
• The 2018/19 season has been a hugely successful season
for the U12s finishing as one of the premier squads in the
region. We have been delighted to maintain playing
numbers at 40, continually attracting new players during
the season, enabling us to put out 2 highly competitive
teams each week - one of only 3 clubs in the region able to
do so.
• As you can imagine there have been many playing
highlights throughout but two stand out in particular. At
the beginning of the season the squad reached the semifinal of the Land Rover Cup - only losing out by one score
to the eventual winners, Wigan RUFC.
• In March, we were invited by our good friends at Stockport
RUFC to a 'match under lights' on a Friday evening. The
atmosphere that evening was electric and matched only by
the standard of rugby from both sides - a superb event and
one that we will be looking to replicate in seasons to come.

• The overall highlight was undoubtedly our end of season
tour to Barcelona. A tremendous feat of organisation
from Liz Jarratt giving our squad, coaches and parents a
truly memorable experience.
• Playing FC Barcelona Rugby, and 6 other touring
teams. The result was not what mattered - the
experience an memories made will last a lifetime
• It is clear that the Mini and Junior section is thriving at
Macclesfield RUFC and we are delighted to play our part in
that. We are thoroughly looking forward to what the
2019/20 season will bring as we look to build on this
season's successes.

Under 12s –

Under 13s
• Under 13s have had a development year, due to the lack
of competitive rugby on offer throughout Cheshire. That
said we have been playing the 50% game rule from the
beginning and have played with mixed teams for 90% of
the games.
• This has allowed the squad to develop as a whole, and
whilst this may slow some high performers down, it has
allowed others to catch up and maybe the squad as a
whole will be stronger for it. Next season will tell.
• We are blessed with 40 lads on the books, and a depth of
squad to rival most in Cheshire. The highlight of the
season being a Friday Night match under Lights against our
local (friendly) rivals, Stockport. Two back to back games
saw Macclesfield the victors in both, however not by many
– both sides played some excellent attacking rugby.

• The experience of playing on the main pitch
under lights with the scoreboard on is amazing
for the lads (and spectators alike).
• We’re now looking forward to the summer
break and returning to U14’s “grown up” rugby
next season, the return of the Cheshire Cup
competitions and full on 15
a-side rugby!

Under 13s –

Under 14s
• Main goal this season, to reduce the number of tries scored
against us, whilst ensuring that all boys continued to have fun
and continued to play as a team in defence and in attack.
Little did we expect that we would end up in the final of the
Cheshire Shield for the very first time for this squad of boys.
We can put this achievement down to a few key factors;
• Factor 1: We’re a small squad with only 21 regular players so
the boys got plenty of game time on match days and skills
practice at training sessions.
• Factor 2: We don’t pigeon-hole players in specific positions
but we have an equal spread of players wanting to play in
the forwards and the backs and this has helped them to
further develop their positional technique and
responsibilities. Big thanks to Jim for the scrum training
sessions he has run for us.

•

Factor 3: Teamwork. The large majority of our
players have played together since the U7’s
and they’ve developed a good understanding
of each other’s style of play, strengths and
weaknesses.

•

These factors combined again on tour with 2
wins out of 2 against Bridlington and Driffield.

•

Post-tour we entered the last match, the
Cheshire Shield final against Winnington Park
with high hopes. However, we couldn’t quite
string our game together and came away with
a loss.

•

Nevertheless, for next season we have our
goal fixed on going one step further in the
Cheshire Cup competition and beating our
season tally balance of 218 points for and 242
against.

Under 15s –
• The Under 15’s started the season with a MAJOR challenge. Following a number leaving
the previous season to concentrate on school rugby or other sports the team found itself
unable to field a team.
• HOWEVER, head coach Paul Underhill was not for giving up. Firstly, they had three players
who were able to play up into the U16’s team (in accordance with RFU rules and
guidelines), contributing to that squad.
• An early partnership with Manchester RUFC U15’s didn’t quite work out, however
Congleton RUFC U15’s found themselves in a similar position with a similar number of
players. A successful combined team was born, sharing game venues.
• They have gone on to compete in a number of combined fixtures ensuring the remaining
players continue in their sport. Commitment from the lads remaining and the Head Coach
ensured this age group will thrive in the future.

Under 16s
• A very good season for the U16s. They have reached the
final of the Cheshire Bowl, losing out to Stockport in the
semi-final of the cup by one score. We have had several
players represent the club at Cheshire and the Scottish
Exiles.
• The team has performed beyond expectations over the
season amassing a total of over 750 points with less than
250 against. They have played 24 games to date, winning
21, drawing 1 and losing only 3; a record to be very
proud of.
• Their defence has been that good and organised they
have only conceded 6 tries since January!
• Next season sees the boys enter the Junior Colts League,
we have joined forces with Knutsford who are Cheshire
Cup finalists this season, so next year looks very good for
this squad and the talented players within.
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Dedicated to the memory of
former Mini & Junior Player;

Max Morison
23/02/2002 - 23/05/2019
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